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❖ What is “influence ops” vs “disinfo” vs “fake news”?
❖ IO as a threat to public and private sector
❖ Existing frameworks: What we have been doing
❖ The Core: Narrative warfare
❖ The Future: The Diamond Model for IO

➢ Technical Axis
➢ Socio -political Axis

❖ Example 1: Corporate disinformation
❖ Example 2: State -sponsored political influence operation

Agenda



Important Definitions



Even Farmers Turn to the Dark Web...

Image: Motherboard



Influence Operations

Organized attempts to 
achieve a specific effect 
among a target audience. 

Attempts to affect the 
decision -making, beliefs, 
and opinions of a target 
audience.



P revious  A nalys is  R evolved A round:

Content = The NARRATIVE (story)

Voice = The accounts involved

Dissemination = The way the information 
spreads across platforms 







Information = Raw. Data. Facts. 
Narrative = Assigns MEANING and IDENTITY to information.

1. Narrative is NOT truth or lies. 
2. The audience is targeted with multiple layers of meaning and 

identity. 
3. Narrative MAKES it TRUTH to the audience because it relates 

to their unique experiences.

Narrative Warfare is Central to IO Campaigns

Narrative Ideas & Beliefs Actions / Behavior



W e adapted this  for the partic ulars  of influenc e c ampaigns

T he Original Diamond Model for Intrus ion 
A nalys is



Large scale or small?
Bots, trolls, automation, 
deepfakes, forgeries, budgets

nation -state , criminal, 
political, proxy 
companies

Fringe websites, social media 
platforms, specific accounts, 
news agencies, IP addresses, 

digital artifacts, etc.

Global, national, local, 
small groups, political 

constituencies, 
consumers



The Technical Axis: Capabilities and Infrastructure



The Socio -political Axis: Influencer and Audience

❖ An individual or organization that is conducting malign influence 
activity.

❖ Purposefully engage in sharing false information in order to create 
chaos or panic, criticize, divide, or defame. 

❖ They range from overt agents like outspoken politicians to more 
covert, low - quality inauthentic accounts, called “trolls”.

❖ The intended target of the influence operation. 
❖ Can range in size from a single individual to a large international 

audience, but is likely somewhere in between.
❖ The most effective and resourced influence campaigns will likely 

target a specific demographic using a customized narrative.

NARRATIVE



Corporate Example: Auto Company
Criminal disinfo -as-a- service hired 
by foreign competitor

Deepfake, altered photos, 
inauthentic profiles, fake news 
coverage

Streaming media platform, 
mainstream social media, fringe 
news websites hosted on foreign 
IPs and domains

US and European audiences 
where competitor launched 
new vehicle, adults ages 
25 -55



Example 2: Fictional State -
sponsored group

T0053 Trolls amplify and 
manipulate, T0055 Use hashtag, 
T0057 Organize rallies and 
events

Inauthentic social media accounts, 
fringe social media used by 
audience, local town hall building

Country H’s intelligence 
agency, local police

Country G’s 
cultural minority



Let’s keep in touch!

charity.wright@recordedfuture.com
@CharityW4CTI

The full white paper is available at
recordedfuture.com or 
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